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Joining — Johanna Lindsey.

Beautiful Milisant Crispin and handsome, arrogant Lord Wulfric of Thorpe, the future Earl of Shefford, are engaged---and seldom has a betrothed
couple been less suited. Her father has decreed that Milisant has a month to accustom herself to the future earl before the marriage takes place. As
the time dwindles, Milisant desperately searches for a way out. But Wulfric is falling under a spell himself, cast by the proud, strong woman who
will be pledged to him against her will in a few short days. And even as the joining of these two young people draws nearer, so too does a threat of
danger which could destroy much more than a planned ceremony.

Johanna Lindsey has created two unforgettable characters tied together by circumstance, but sharing a boundless passion that will force them to
search their hearts---and surrender to a yearning far beyond their control.

Joining (Shefford's Knights #2) Johanna Lindsey.

Walter de Roghton sat in the antechamber outside the king's chamber, where he had been left to wait. He was still hopeful that he was to have the
audience that he had been promised, but as minutes turned to hours and still he was not summoned, it was doubtful that it would be tonight. Other
lords had gathered, other hopefuls like himself who wanted something of King John. Walter was the only one among them who didn't appear
nervous. He was; he just managed to conceal it much better than the others.

And there was much to be nervous about. John Plantagenet was one of the most hated kings in all of Christendom, one of the most treacherous
and deceitful. A king who thought nothing of hanging innocent children who'd been held as hostages when he needed to set an example for his
enemies. As an example, it had failed. As a heinous act, it had served to turn John's barons even more against him, in fear and disgust.

This was a king who twice tried to wrest the crown from his own brother, Richard Lionheart, and had twice been forgiven that treason due to their
mother's intervention. And once the crown was his upon Richard's death, he'd had the only other claimant to it, his young nephew Arthur, killed,
and Arthur's sister Eleanor imprisoned for more than half her life.

Some had pitied John as the youngest of King Henry's four sons. There had been nothing left of Henry's kingdom to give to John after it had been
divided among his older brothers. Thus the name that had long followed him of John Lackland. But there was little to pity about the man who had
become king. There was nothing to pity about the man who had put his country under excommunication for many years because of his war with the
church, a ban that had only just been lifted. No, there was much to hate about this king, and much to fear.

Walter was making himself more nervous thinking about John's many misdeeds, though he still managed to appear calm to any who might glance
his way. For the thousandth time he wondered, was it worth it? And what if his proposed plan went awry?



Walter could, in truth, live out the rest of his days without ever coming under the king's notice. He was a minor baron, after all, one who had no
need to frequent the king's court. But there was the rub. He was of little import . . . yet he would have it otherwise.

It should have been otherwise years ago, when he had discovered the perfect heiress and diligently courted her, only to have her stolen from him
by a lord with a greater title. The woman who should have been his wife, Lady Anne of Lydshire, would have brought him great wealth and power
with her dower lands. Instead she had been given to Guy de Thorpe, the Earl of Shefford, more than doubling de Thorpe's holdings, thereby
making his one of the more powerful families in England.

The wife Walter did finally end up with had been a bad choice all around, as it turned out, which only added salt to the wound of his resentment.
The property she had brought him had been acceptable at the time, but was unfortunately located in La Marche, and so lost when John lost most
of his French holdings. Walter could have retained the land if he'd been willing to swear allegiance to the French king, but then he would have lost
his keep in England. And his property in England was the larger.

Additionally, his wife had given him no sons, and only one daughter. Useless, that woman was. His daughter, Claire, however, he finally had a use
for, now she'd reached the marriageable age of ten and two.

Thus Walter's visit to King John was twofold, revenge for that long-ago slight, when he had been overlooked as a suitor for Anne, and to finally
wrest her property and more from Shefford by marrying Claire to Shefford's only son and heir.

It was a brilliant plan and the timing for it was ideal. Rumors were flying that John was soon going to make another attempt to seize the Angevin
lands he had lost so long ago. And Walter had a carrot to dangle in front of John if only he could lay the plan before him.

Finally the door to John's chamber opened and Chester, one of the few earls whom John still trusted completely, ushered Walter in. He made
haste to kneel before the king, was impatiently waved to his feet.

The chamber was not empty as Walter had hoped. John's wife Isabelle was there, with one of her ladies-in-waiting. Walter had never seen the
queen this close before, and spent several bemused moments in awe when he did glance at her. Verily, the rumors of her were indeed true. If she
was not the most beautiful woman in the world, she was surely the most beautiful in England.

John was more than twice her age he had married Isabelle when she was just ten and two. And although that was an age to marry, most nobles
who took brides that young chose to wait a few years before they actually consummated the marriages. Not so John, for Isabelle had been ripe for
her age, and too beautiful to resist for a man whose wenching had been notorious prior to this marriage.

Not as tall as his brother Richard, but still handsome at two score and six, John was the dark one of the family, with black hair now liberally laced
with gray, and his father's green eyes and somewhat stocky build.

John smiled indulgently when he noted the direction of Walter's gaze and his incredulity, a reaction he was most used to and pleased with. His
young wife's beauty did him proud. But his smile was brief, the hour late, and he did not recognize Walter, had only been told by his clerk that one
of his barons had urgent news for him.

So his question was bald and to the point. "Do I know you?"

Walter blushed to have been distracted from his cause for even a few moments. "Nay, Your Grace, we have never met, for 'tis rarely I come to
court. I am Walter de Roghton. I hold a small keep from the Earl of Pembroke."

"Then mayhap your news should have been given to Pembroke, who could have relayed it to me?"

“‘Tis not of a nature to entrust to any other, m'lord, and and 'tis not exactly news," Walter was forced to admit. "I knew no other way to explain to
your clerk when he did ask me for the reason I was here."

John was piqued by the cryptic reply. He was himself a man who dealt much in subtleties and innuendos. "Not news, but something I should know,
and not entrusted even to your liege lord?" John smiled now. "Verily, keep me in suspense no longer."

"If we could speak in privacy?" Walter whispered, again looking toward the queen.

John made a moue, but still directed Walter toward the window seat on the far side of the room from the ladies. He spoke of many things with his
lovely young wife, but he allowed some things were best not discussed with a woman known to love gossip.

John carried a glass of wine with him. He had not offered Walter the same. And his impatience was palpable.

Walter got right to the point as soon as they sat facing each other in the deep window embrasure. "You are likely aware of the betrothal,
contracted years ago with your brother Richard's blessing, of Shefford's heir and the Crispin girl?"

"Aye, I believe I have heard mention of it ere now, a match foolishly made due more to friendship than gain."

"Not exactly, Your Grace," Walter said carefully. "Mayhap you are not aware, then, that Nigel Crispin returned from the Holy Land with a
veritable fortune, and a good portion of it comes with the bride to the marriage?"

John's interest was thoroughly aroused now. He had always lacked the funds to run his kingdom properly, since Richard had drained the realm



coffers for his bloody crusading. But a fortune to a minor baron such as Walter likely would not be anywhere near a fortune a king would take note
of.

So he wanted clarified, "What mean you a fortune? A few hundred marks and some gold cups?"

"Nay, Your Grace, more like a king's ransom several times over."

John shot to his feet, incredulous. Any king's ransom that was mentioned in his day could only refer to the one demanded in ransom for his brother
Richard when he had been captured by one of his enemies on his return home from the Holy Lands.

"More than a hundred thousand marks?"

"Easily double that," Walter replied.

"How is it you know this, when it has never reached my ears ere now?"

“‘Tis no secret among Lord Nigel's close acquaintances, aye, even a heroic tale of how he came by this fortune in the saving of your brother's life.
'Tis just not something he would want spread far and wide, and rightly so, with so many thieves rife in the lands. I only heard mention of it by
accident myself, when I heard how much of that fortune comes with Shefford's bride-to-be."

"And how much would that be?"

"Seventy-five thousand marks."

"Unheard-of!" John exclaimed.

"But understandable, since Crispin is not land-rich, whereas Shefford is. Crispin could be land-rich did he choose to, but he is an unostentatious
man, 'twould seem, who is happy with his little castle and only a few other small holdings. Verily, few realize it, just how powerful Crispin is with
such wealth behind him, the immense army of mercenaries he could raise if need be."

John did not need to hear more. "And if those two families join in marriage, they would in truth be more powerful than even Pembroke and
Chester."

What he didn't add was they could be even more powerful than he himself, especially when so many of his barons ignored his demands for aid, or
turned outright rebel against him, but Walter understood that, as did John.

"Then you see the need to prevent this joining?" Walter ventured.

"What I see is that Guy de Thorpe has never denied me aid when requested, has continually supported my wars, ofttimes even sending his son and
a well-supplied army of knights to fill my ranks. What I see is this nigh landless Nigel Crispin will now be taxed accordingly. What I see is if I did
perforce forbid this joining, these two friends" this was said with a full dose of disgust "would then have cause to still join but against me."

"But if something or someone other than yourself prevented that particular joining?" Walter asked slyly.

At that, John burst out laughing, drawing a brief, curious look from his wife across the room. "I would not be the least bit remorseful."

Walter smiled serenely, for this was what he had counted on. "It would be of even further benefit, Your Grace, if, when Shefford must look for a
new bride, you were to suggest one with dower lands across the channel. Tis known he sends knights for your wars in England and Wales, but he
sends scutage for your French wars, since he has no personal interest there. But did his son's wife have dower lands in, say, La Marche, then he
would have a personal interest in seeing that the Count of La Marche troubles you no more. And three hundred knights is worth more than the one
thousand mercenaries their fees in scutage would bring you, you will agree."

John smiled as well, for that was indeed true. One loyal, well-trained knight was worth far more than a half dozen mercenaries. And three hundred
well-trained knights, which was what Shefford could muster, could mean the difference in winning an important skirmish.

"I suppose you have just such a daughter with dower lands in La Marche?" John asked, as a mere formality. He already guessed the answer.

"Then I see no reason not to recommend her if the Shefford whelp does go looking for a new bride."

It was not exactly a promise, but then King John was not known to keep promises. But Walter was satisfied.

You know my feelings on this, Father. 'Twould tax me little to name many heiresses more suitable for my wife, one or two I would even like to
have, yet you have bound me to your friend's daughter who brings us naught but more coins, which we do not need."

Guy de Thorpe stared at his son and sighed. Wulfric had come late to his marriage, when he had despaired of ever having a son. His two eldest
daughters were already wed ere he was even born. Guy even had grandchildren who were older than his son. But for an only son at least his only
legitimate son Guy could not truly find fault with him, had much to be proud of except for his stubbornness, and with it, his propensity to argue with
his sire.

Like Guy, Wulfric was a large man, with muscles honed thick from training and warfare. They both also bore the thick black hair and blue eyes



from Guy's father, though Guy's were a lighter blue, while Wulfric's a darker hue, and Guy's thick mane was now more gray than black. The
square, unyielding jaw was more Anne's, though, and that straight, patrician nose came from her side of the family as well. Still, Wulfric much
resembled Guy, was in fact a more handsome version; leastwise the ladies thought him fair to look upon.

"Is that why you have chased after wars since the girl came of age, Wulf? To avoid wedding her?"

Wulfric had the grace to blush, since that was exactly what he had done. But he defended himself. "The one time I met her, she had her falcon
attack me. I still carry the scar."

Guy was incredulous. "That is why you have always refused to go again with me to Dunburh Castle? Jesu, Wulf, she was just a small child. You
carry a grudge against a child?"

Wulfric flushed with remembered anger now, rather than embarrassment. "She was a veritable shrew, Father. Verily, she acted more the boy than
the girl, challenging, swearing, attacking any who would gainsay her, no matter their size or age. But nay, that is not why I do not want her. I want
Agnes of York instead."

Wulfric was given pause at the unexpected direct query. "Why?"

"Aye, why? Do you love her?"

"I know I would like to see her in my bed, but love her? Nay, I doubt me I do."

Guy chuckled at that, much relieved. "There is naught wrong with lust. Tis a healthy emotion if you discount what pious priests say of it. A man is
lucky if he finds it in his marriage, luckier still if he finds love there as well. But.

you know as well as I that a marriage is not needed to have either."

"So I am peculiar, to prefer to lust after my wife rather than her serving wenches," Wulfric maintained stubbornly.
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"Do you bring him, I will bar the door," Jhone told the knight. "He can do naught for Mili that I cannot do. Faugh, look at her! She has lost so
much blood already, she cannot afford to lose any more."

"Think what you like, but it has been our experience, my sister's and mine, that leeching may do fine for certain illnesses and infections to draw out
the poisons, but for simple injuries and clean wounds, we have never seen them improve the condition. More like, the bloodsucking they do
worsens it. Besides, my sister hates leeches and would not thank you for being responsible for bringing them, when she is too weak to tear them
off of her."

"I do not seek her thanks, merely her recovery," Wulfric said stiffly.

"Then leave me be to tend to her. Do you wish to be helpful, tell my father that it is a simple wound and Mili should be fine after a few days of
rest."

A moment of silent indecision, then, "You will inform me if aught changes with her condition?"

"I wish to see her when she awakens."

"As soon as she agrees to see you."

There was a snort, then the order, "I do not ask for her permission. Summon me."

The door closed behind him rather loudly, proof of how annoyed Jhone had just made him. Milisant still could not manage to get her eyes open, to
make sure he was gone. But she did manage to part her lips.

"Do not . . . summon him," she whispered.

Jhone's gentle hand came immediately to her brow, and her voice was soothing by her ear. "Shhh, you intend to sleep for nigh a week. He would
not be so churlish as to disturb your sleep."

Jhone tsked. "I will see that he does not. Now, brace yourself. Tis lucky you did not wake for the stitching, but I still need bandage you."

"It took six stitches," Jhone said, understanding the question. "I was careful to leave no puckers."

Milisant would have smiled if it would not have cost so much effort. Jhone would hover over her until she was well, she did not doubt.

She was almost asleep when it occurred to her to ask, "Did they find him?"

Again Jhone did not need to ask who. "Nay, not yet. Papa was directing the search when I left the clearing. He is furious, Mili, and rightly so, that



one of our hunters could be so careless."

" 'Twas no hunter . or accident," Milisant said as the last of her strength gave out. She slurred the rest. "Someone wants to see me dead."

"Wulfric has placed guards outside the door nay, do not look alarmed. Tis not to keep you in, but to keep everyone else out." Jhone was
whispering, as if those guards could hear her and would be reporting every word. "He took to heart what you said."

Milisant sat up in bed, where she had spent the last three days. They were beneficial. If not for the pain on her arm, she was feeling almost normal.

"What I said? What did I say?"

"What you told me the day it happened," Jhone explained. "That it was no accident, that arrow hitting you. I repeated this to Papa-while Wulfric
was present. They both agree with you. 'Twas too soon after that first attack for the second to be unrelated."

" 'Twas not just that I had not even thought of that yet. 'Twas that I know our own hunters, as well as those from our neighbors. None of these
men are careless. And none of them would dare to hunt anywhere nearby when Papa was hunting in the area. And Papa's party was impossible to
miss hearing or seeing that day."

Jhone wrung her hands before she exclaimed, "I hate this! Verily, I have never despised aught so much as this threat to you. Why would anyone
want to do you harm, Mili? You have no enemies."

"Nay, but he likely does. And how better to hurt him than to keep him from collecting the fortune that comes with me to the marriage?"

"I cannot credit that. Tis too complicated," Jhone said, shaking her head. "Much easier to just kill the enemy directly, yet no attempts have been
made against Wulfric well, at least none that we know of."

"These attacks happened with his arrival, Jhone. If I do not believe that they come from an enemy of his, then that leaves me only one other thing to
believe, that Wulfric has arranged for them himself."

Jhone gasped. "You cannot think that!"

Milisant lifted a brow. "Can I not? After he admitted to me that he loves another? After he admitted that he spoke with his father to get released
from this joining, yet he had no more luck than I did? To eliminate me would get him what he wants, would it not?"

"Lord Guy is an honorable man. I have to believe that his son was raised to be just as honorable. 'Tis absurd to think he would resort to murder."

Milisant shrugged. "Stranger things have been done for love. But I am inclined to agree with you, which is why I think that it is the doing of an
enemy of his. We need just find out who."

Jhone nodded, then gave her a pensive look. "There is more."

"He is convinced that he cannot protect you here. Dunburh is large, with too many mercenaries, he said. Men for hire are not known for the
greatest of loyalties, are actually known to take the highest offer."

"You speak of betrayals?"

"Not me, him. I am merely repeating what he told Papa. Shefford, on the other hand, is manned by knights whose allegiance is owed to the earl.
There are no mercenaries there, and those household knights who make their living there have been loyal to Shefford for many years."

"In other words, he trusts all the men-at-arms there, but here they come and go frequently. Thus here we have men aplenty who might take a bribe
or payment to do murder." Milisant snorted. "And did Papa believe that reasoning?"

"He did not discount it totally. But he did agree that we get a lot of strangers here, since it is well known that Dunburh is a good place to find work.
The gist of it is we leave for Shefford on the morrow."

"What?! I was given extra time. Papa cannot change his mind about that now, just because I was shot."

"You will still have the time, you will just have it there rather than here."

Milisant frowned, not very appeased, and still not liking it that 'twas his idea. "You said 'we'?"

Jhone grinned. "I told Papa you were not well enough yet to travel without me. So he agreed you would not go unless I accompany you."

Milisant gripped Jhone's hand as she said, "Thank you," then added in a conspiratorial whisper, "But pretend to be ill as well. Then we can both
stay home."

Jhone tsked at the suggestion. "What difference, here or there? You will still have the allotted time."

"Shefford is his domain. I will not be comfortable in his domain."

"Methinks you will not be comfortable wherever he is, so again, what difference?"



"True," Milisant conceded, then sighed. "On the morrow should you not be packing?"

"What the devil are those?"

Milisant followed Wulfric's gaze to the servants coming forth with four cages in different sizes. They were all gathered in the bailey, where it had
ended up taking two baggage wains to accommodate all that the twins deemed necessary for the journey. Milisant's pets were the last thing to be
loaded.

She was very proud of the wooden cages she had made when she was a child. She had made them for her fostering at Fulbray Castle, as she had
refused to leave her pets behind then. She was not about to leave them behind now.

To answer his question, Milisant said, "My pets travel more comfortably in their cages, at least some of them do."

His dark blue eyes swung back to her where she sat on the end of the baggage wain that she would be riding in. "You keep four pets?"

"Well, nay, there are more than that, but only those four do I cage."

He looked back at the cages that had gotten close enough now for him to see inside them. "An owl? Why would you make a pet of an owl?"

"I did not, actually. 'Twas more that Hoots made me his owner. He followed me home and raised havoc in the bailey until I agreed to keep him."

"Until you agreed …" He broke off repeating that, deciding it was not worth pursuing, and still staring at the cages, said next, "Think you I will not
feed you, that you must bring along your own dinner?"

She followed his gaze again and this time gasped. "Do not even think it. Aggie has been with me since she was a chick. She is not for eating."

"Chickens are not pets!" he insisted in exasperation.

"That one is!" Milisant insisted right back.

"And what is that ball of fur, or dare I ask?"

She chuckled at that point, starting to enjoy his amazement, or rather, aggravation. "Actually, that is not fur, but spikes 'tis my hedgehog. I call him
Sleeper since he spends most of the year doing just that."

He rolled his eyes, then frowned when he saw Stomper tied to the other side of the baggage wain. But that was naught compared to his expression
when he finally noticed Growls, who had just pushed his nose between Milisant's arm and side so he could see who she was talking to.

"A wolf? You keep a wild wolf?"

"Growls is completely tame. He is pathetically friendly toward anyone."

"Then why do you call him Growls?"

Her pet, unfortunately, chose that moment to growl at Wulfric's tone. Milisant grinned before she answered, "He was not always so friendly and
still does not like it when people yell at me."

"I was not yelling! I damned well should be, but I was not!"

"Verily, I can hear that you were not," she replied mildly.

He scowled at her. "These pets stay here."

She stiffened. "Then I stay here."

"This is not open for argument."

"I agree it is not."

Jhone tsked as she came up beside them. "My sister's pets will be no trouble on the journey, Wulfric. Verily, you will not even know they are with
us, once they get settled in. But do not ask her to leave them behind, when she is so attached to them. Truly, they are like her children, the way she
protects and cares for them."

He started to argue further, had his mouth open to do so, but obviously changed his mind as he ended up smiling at Jhone instead. It was not the
first time Milisant had seen him smile at her sister. She had just never noted it quite so clearly before.

It was apparent, to anyone with half an eye for observation, that Wulfric would have greatly preferred Jhone for a bride. She wondered if Jhone
would mind trading places with her. They need not tell anyone. They had switched places too often, with no one the wiser. It would be easy.

As the thought took form and started to excite her with its possibilities, a vision of Jhone and Wulfric embracing sneaked up on her and seemed to
affect her with a physical jolt. She actually blinked, several times, to banish it, then shoved the thought of trading places away completely with a



mental sigh. As ideas went, that was not one of her brightest, simply because she would not wish a brute like Wulfric, who was also proving to be
quite the tyrant, on anyone, least of all her sister at least, that was what she assured herself.

They lost Wulfric's attention for a few moments as he answered questions from one of his men. When he glanced back at them, the cages were
being set into the baggage wain behind Milisant. He gave a disgusted sigh, acquiescing to their presence without further comment.

But he parted from them with a question for Milisant that surprised her, coming from him, especially after he had insisted they leave this morn. "Are
you sure you are well enough to travel?"

She assured him she was, and he was quick to leave them after that. For a short while she thought that question had come from concern, and that
confused her. Then common sense quickly prevailed. It was more like he was concerned that she would slow down their progress on the road.

She didn't slow them down, but the two baggage wains certainly did. The day-and-a-half journey was now going to take two full days instead at
least that was what they thought until it started snowing late that afternoon. It was not a heavy snowfall, just enough to drop the temperature and
make traveling in it quite unpleasant.

Bundled in their cloaks, even with two extra blankets covering them, the sisters were still unable to keep the wet cold at bay. Those riding fared no
better, which was why Wulfric ended the journey earlier than planned, when they reached Norewich Abbey. The monks did not have
accommodations for everyone, of course, but their stable was warm, and there were enough rooms for the women and knights to share.

Jhone and Milisant took their meal in the room they had been assigned, well aware that the kindly monks would prefer not to associate with
women if it could be avoided. They retired right after eating, since Wulfric had warned he wanted to be on the road in the morning much earlier
than the start they had gotten today.

Milisant would have retired early anyway. She was more exhausted than she cared to admit, still affected by her accident. She really should have
delayed this journey a few more days, at the very least, until her arm stopped hurting. As it was, she went to sleep with it throbbing something
fierce after that jarring ride all day, but thankfully, she was too tired for it to keep her from sleeping.

Milisant could not say what woke her in the middle of the night. Whatever it was, she felt a clear unease, as if whatever it had been was not
normal. Because of it, even with nothing else occurring to cause alarm, she could not get back to sleep.

She needed to see for herself that the quiet and windowless room was as it should be, empty except for her and her sister. It was too dark to see
even a few shadows. The fire had burned down to mere embers, giving off no useful light, and the candle she had left on the table next to the
narrow bed had been extinguished before they slept.
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but their first and only meeting was a disaster. They unwittingly injured each other when he was badly bitten by her falcon and Milisant received a
broken ankle in the resulting chaos. Needless to say, the two have fiercely disliked each other ever since. Now 25, Wulfric reluctantly arrives at
Dunburh Castle to claim his bride. To his dismay, he finds that although Milisant is now 19 and stunningly beautiful, she is still a sharp-tongued,
untamed tomboy who refuses to obey her beloved father, dresses in male clothing, is an expert archer, and has a magic touch with animals of all
sorts. Wulfric gloomily decides that his hope for a biddable lady wife is doomed. Just as pessimistic, Milisant fears that marriage to the handsome,
powerful Wulfric will mean that "he would smother me, try to break me." Neither Milisant nor Wulfric want to wed, but the two can't bring
themselves to refuse and disappoint their respective fathers.

Thrust into each other's company, a powerful attraction grows between them, despite their difficult past. But darker forces have political reasons
for preventing the wedding, and they'll stop at nothing to succeed, including murdering Milisant. Will Wulfric be able to keep his new love alive long
enough to marry her?

Peopled with complex and often colorful characters; set against the fascinating political background of King John's England; and enriched with a
healthy dose of intrigue, passion, and conflict, Joining is another delightful novel from the prolific Lindsey. --Lois Faye Dyer.

From the Back Cover :

One of the world's best-loved authors of historical romance, JOHANNA LINDSEY once again weaves her magical spell in a magnificent tale of
an unlikely couple divided by the prospects of an arranged marriage -- but destined to share the deepest union.



Beautiful Milisant Crispin and handsome, arrogant Wulfric, the future Earl of Shefford, are engaged -- and seldom has a betrothed couple been
less suited. Her father has decreed that Milisant has a month to accustom herself to the future earl before the marriage takes place. As the time
dwindles, Milisant desperately searches for a way out. But Wulfric is falling under a spell himself, cast by the proud, strong woman who will be
pledged to him against her will in a few short days. And even as the joining of these two young people draws nearer, so too does a threat of
danger which could destroy much more than a planned ceremony.

Johanna Lindsey has created two unforgettable characters tied together by circumstance, but sharing a boundless passion that will force them to
search their hearts -- and surrender to a yearning far beyond their control.
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Отзывы - Написать отзыв.

LibraryThing Review.

This book was alright. Johanna Lindsey is a pretty good writer, and the characters and atmosphere are well formed. But unfortunately, Milisant is
one of the most grating, abrasive, and annoying . Читать весь отзыв.
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